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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<tr>
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</tr>
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<tr>
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Short description of project
Description: Advisory service and training programs for commercial knowledge are crucial for up to date and positive development of agriculture and rural areas. Restoring and reforming of this institution will
therefore be the one of the most important tasks in the near future in South Eastern Europe. The activity vision is to assist quick restoring of the agricultural extension service as a very important institution and provide staff and farmers theoretical knowledge and training programs for commercial agricultural production in the local regions, and at the same time obtain direct feedback to academic environments on needs and wishes for research, education and training for the personnel to be occupied in extension service and public management of agriculture. Final goals: through education of advisory service staff and farmers to considerably increase local-domestic milk and meat production, stimulate rural employement, increase farm income and generate export revenues.

**Short description of the task performed by Croatian partner**

**Project task:**

Attendance to round table-education of farmers on agricultural production increase.